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Introduction to the Plan
Beginning August 19, 2020
Objectives:
1. To ensure the safety and well-being of our staff, students, and families for the duration of the
Coronavirus Pandemic, and in the event of school closure, as defined by state and local officials
2. To comply with state-mandated requirement to provide for a “Continuity of Education” Plan
for all Vida Charter School students during the extended closure of schools
3. To ensure that Vida students continue to have access, as much as possible, to grade level
content in English and Spanish, and to continue to uphold Vida Charter School’s Vision and
Mission; to include Tier I instruction across all content areas including specials, as well as Tier
II and Tier III supports provided in cooperation with the Reading Specialist, Spanish
Specialist, Learning Support Teacher, English Learner Teacher, School Counselor, and School
Nurse
4. To provide consistency in expectations for standards of teaching and learning
5. To support Vida families with remote learning, either by choice or in the event of the closure of
our physical school building
6. To maintain regular school functions and operations related to finance, governance,
accountability, resources, and communications to ensure school vitality.
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Overview
We, at Vida Charter School (VCS), believe in preparing children for life by nourishing the students'
minds and bodies. Literacy and numeracy, taught in English and Spanish, will foster success in a
diverse world, while an emphasis on health, physical fitness, and character education will ensure a
holistic approach to a rigorous curriculum. In keeping with VCS’s commitment to providing our
students with an exceptional bilingual education, this Continuity of Education Plan has been
developed to provide ongoing instruction in the event of both elective distance learning during the
2020-2021 school year and in the event of an extended school closure mandated by local or state
government.
Beginning on August 19, 2020, Vida Charter School will welcome all students and staff to return to
Vida Charter School for in-person instruction, guided by the Phased School Reopening Health and
Safety Plan. Simultaneously, we will offer a distance learning option to families who opt for this model
of instruction, while also meeting Pennsylvania's expectation of 180 days and 900 total annual hours
of instruction. In either mode, Vida Charter School educators will provide planned and purposeful
instruction to students, defined by the Pennsylvania Department of Education as:
Planned Instruction is formal teaching and learning similar to that which occurs in a
classroom setting. Within this process, teachers use planned courses of instruction of new
concepts/skills aligned to grade level standards. Teachers assess the learning of their students
and make adjustments to instruction based upon student progress. In order to receive grade
and credit, students must attend regularly and complete the course requirements.
.
New instruction at the appropriate grade level
The plan that follows incorporates best practices, as well as our experience in the Spring of 2020,
when we transitioned to online learning due to emergency closure. It reflects our commitment to
equity of access, as well as our close partnership with the Lincoln Intermediate Unit #12.
In order to ensure that students have access to the technology and supervision and support needed to
flourish in a distance learning model, we will partner with families for the duration of distance
learning.
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The Essentials of Distance Learning
Dear Vida Families,
To ensure the continuity of learning for your Vida student, we are offering a distance learning
program. This model was developed following guidance from Lincoln Intermediate Unit, best
practices of remote instruction, and input from our staff. We welcome your feedback as we continue
to refine this instructional model.
Here are the essentials of Vida Charter School’s distance learning model:
● In all grades, student’s grade level teachers will provide a weekly overview of live
(synchronous) and recorded (asynchronous) instruction and assignments on the first school
day each week by 8 a.m. on Google Classroom. Scheduling for sessions will be as consistent as
possible from week to week. All synchronous learning opportunities will be made available
asynchronously, allowing families flexibility as they follow instruction at home.
○ All work (assignments, learning tasks, etc.) will be posted on Google Classroom and can
only be accessed through your child’s @vidacharterschool.com email. Families will be
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invited to serve as “guardians” for their child’s Google Classroom, which will allow you
to see completed and missing assignments. Please click here for a tutorial for logging
into your child’s Vida email.
○ Technology–in the form of a Chromebook tablet, laptop, and/or wireless access
point–will be loaned to families who need these devices to access distance learning, for
the duration of this instructional model. Their peers at Vida will also have regular access
to Chromebooks.
■ Care and Use of Vida-owned Equipment Acknowledgement Form, 2020-2021
○ School Meals will be made available for pick-up upon request, as will Ruth’s Harvest.
● While there will be some variation across grade levels, all grades will offer daily instruction for:
morning meeting, English Language Arts, Spanish Language Arts, and mathematics. At least
50% of instruction will be offered ‘live,’ which will allow your student to engage with their
teachers, staff, and peers. The length of both live and pre-recorded instructional videos will
depend on the age of your child and their developmental needs. The general recommendation
is that videos not be longer in length than the age of the child.
● Supplemental to the general schedule will be learning support services, therapies, enrichment,
and direct instruction for English Language Learners, students with Individualized Education
Plans, and those in need of tiered instructional support. Students with IEPs will be invited to
enter the physical Vida building to receive regular therapies and services, even if they opt into
distance learning.
● Instruction will be planned, purposeful, and aligned to your child’s grade level standards and
aligned to Vida’s Language and Content Allocation Plan. Assigned learning tasks will provide
families with flexible deadlines and flexible options for participation.
● In a distance learning model, student engagement and family communication is absolutely
critical. Students are much more successful when families supervise learning.
● Families who elect for distance learning will be invited to attend an initial informational
meeting with the grade level teachers and the administration.
● Vida Charter School must meet Pennsylvania's expectation of 180 days and 900 total annual
hours of instruction for students, even as they learn in a distance learning format. Attendance
will be taken on a weekly basis, and confirmed through the completion of assignments.
○ If a student has substantial engagement issues for a sustained period, such as missing
pre-scheduled sessions with Vida educators without communicating this to staff, or
missing 50% or more of assignments, the student will be expected to return to in-person
instruction. Before a child is asked to return to in-person instruction, we will work hard
to help families succeed in distance learning; the assistant, lead teacher, and
administrative team will intervene to try to make distance learning accessible.
● The teachers, interventionists, assistants, office staff, and administrators will be available to
support you. Please contact them via email if you need support. You should receive a response
within 48 hours during the work week.
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Acknowledgements to Sign and Return
Distance Learning Guidelines 2020-2021
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF AGREEMENT
Expectations & Responsibilities for Families
● Work with your child to support the completion of assignments, affirmation of attendance,
and timely presence at scheduled sessions.
○ Monitor your student’s work completion by signing up as a “guardian” on Google
Classroom.
○ Make sure that your child submits weekly attendance
○ As with online sessions, families that agree to on-site therapies and services for
children that have IEPs must be on-time for sessions.
● Communicate with teachers and staff when you have questions or need resources to help
your child engage in the learning. Respond to direct communication from Vida educators
within 72 hours.
● Work with your child to design a daily routine/schedule based on what teachers are offering
at your child’s grade level. Be sure to include sleep and healthy eating, physical activity, time
outdoors, opportunities for creativity, and family activities that enhance students’ use of
social and academic language in both English and Spanish.
○ If you require support creating such a schedule, please reference the one provided by
your child’s teachers, or seek support from the school counselor.
● Work with your child to identify or create a specific place in the home, free of distractions,
where your child can engage appropriately in online learning
● Take distance learning seriously, ensure that your student keeps up and does not fall behind
peers. Encourage your students to maintain a balance of “screen time” and off-screen
learning and enrichment opportunities
● Actively monitor your student as they use their device. Your personal wireless filters are
likely not as strict as those at Vida Charter School. Expect to support your learner as they
become proficient in accessing their distance learning opportunities for 1-2 hours a day.
● Encourage and support your child to participate in the live Zoom meetings offered by
teachers. These are important opportunities to maintain relationships. Only students
should participate in the meetings themselves. Review Zoom Expectations with your child.
● Be aware that with some online learning platforms, Vida cannot completely guarantee
student and family privacy according to FERPA (Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act),
due to the possibility that while interacting online, there may be other people such as family
members in the same room (whether on screen/video, audio, or other online engagement).

Expectations & Responsibilities for Students
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● Check Google Classroom every day to attend live or recorded videos and to complete
assignments.
● Participate as much as possible in synchronous (live) learning opportunities. Watch
asynchronous sessions if you cannot participate in live instruction. Make sure to submit
weekly attendance through the Weekly Overview and/or your child’s Google Classroom.
You may submit this for all students and days at the same time. Attendance is overseen
weekly by the assistant principal.
○ Review Zoom Expectations and follow these.
● Work with your family to design and follow a daily routine, to include sleep and healthy
eating, teacher-designed learning, physical activity, time outdoors, opportunities for
creativity, and family activities like storytelling, cooking, playing games, reading and writing,
and using new vocabulary.
● Take online learning seriously.
○ Work with your family to identify or create a specific place in the home, free of
distractions, where you can engage appropriately in online learning.
○ Limit unwanted noises or images from interrupting the learning 0f other students.
○ Complete work by the deadlines.
○ Remember: Distance Learning requires a lot of independence and initiative. If you are
not able to be successful in this model, you will be asked to return to school in person.
● Communicate with teachers when you have questions or need something to help you learn.
Our transition to distance learning is highly compressed. We appreciate your patience and support as
we work together to provide all learners with the best dual language education possible.
For more information, view the Frequently Asked Questions below. If you have any additional
questions, do not hesitate to seek additional clarification and guidance from your teachers.
By signing the Distance Learning Acknowledgment form, students and parents agree to abide by these Guidelines,
Expectations, and Responsibilities. If the guidelines and/or policies are violated, administrators will determine
consequences based on the severity of the incident. This may include disciplinary action, or loss of opportunity to engage
in distance learning.
_____________________________________
Printed Name of Parent/Guardian

______________________________________
Printed Name of Student

__________________________________________________________________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature
Date
__________________________________________________________________________________
Student Signature
Date
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FAQ for Students and Families
Questions

Answers

What do I need to know to
succeed in an online
learning environment?

● Follow the steps outlined above.
● Don't wait! Reach out for help whenever you feel like you are
getting stuck.
● This is new for all of us. We encourage you to reach out to
your classmates and friends to share ideas on how to be
successful in this situation.
● Visit the “Parent/Caregivers” page on the LearnOn website,
created by the Lincoln Intermediate Unit #12.

How do I ensure I am being
considered present?

● Submit weekly attendance on Google Classroom, through
the Weekly Overview or your Google Classroom classwork.
● Complete and submit your assignments according to the
timelines your teachers provide. Communicate when this is
not possible.
● When possible, attend live learning.

What should I do if I am too
ill to participate?

● Email your teachers, and let them know that you are unable to
participate because of illness.
● Keep in mind that you will need to schedule a timeline for the
work to be made-up, just as is in the case when you are absent
from live school. Follow-up with an email when you are well.

How will assignments be
turned in?

● Assignments will be submitted via Google Classroom or
through email.

What if I need to connect
with a school counselor or
an interventionist?

● Email the school counselor or the interventionist and they will
reach out to you as soon as they can. They will all be readily
available during pre-scheduled times to provide you support.

What should I do if I am
about to miss a deadline for
an assignment?

● Email your teacher(s) and let them know you are having
difficulty meeting the deadline for the assignment. Explain
why you are having difficulty meeting the deadline and if you
need additional support or direction to complete the
assignment.

Who do I contact if I cannot
get in touch with my
teacher or he/she is ill?

● If your teacher has not responded to you within 48 hours on a
weekday, please reach out to a school administrator

Who can I reach out to for
assistance with technical
difficulties?

● To get technology support, please communicate first with your
grade level assistant.

What if I don’t have wifi at
home, or need a device?

● Contact the assistant principal.
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Services for Students with Individualized Education Plans
Vida Charter School teachers, specialists, and instructional assistants are fiercely committed to
providing students with Individualized Education Plans (IEP) with the appropriate supports and
services, even as they learn in a distance learning model.
Even so, we recognize that students with IEPs are often best served in a predictable and intensive
learning environment. For this reason, families are strongly encouraged to opt for in-person
instruction for their students with IEPs. Moreover, if families are in agreement, students who have
IEPs will be offered the opportunity to enter the physical Vida building to receive regular therapies
and services, even if they opt into distance learning.
Families that take advantage of the opportunity of in-person therapies and services for their distance
learners with IEPs must commit to coming to sessions promptly, as delays complicate the delivery of
services. If a student is 10 minutes late to a session, the in-person session will be cancelled, and the
lesson will be made available remotely. Lessons will cease to be made available in-person after three
missed sessions.
For students with IEPs who are returning to Vida, we will gather baseline data on the student’s
current educational levels within the first three months. We will compare that information with
relevant data from last school year, prior to the COVID-19 closure, to determine if there is evidence of
a regression in skills and/or behavior patterns and/or a lack of progress. To assist the IEP team in
making this determination, we will need to re-assess your child’s present levels of performance in
each area targeted by his or her annual goals. As necessary and to the extent practicable, we will
provide recoupment instruction for a reasonable period to determine how well your child returns to
previous levels and is ready for new learning.
If your child is determined to have regressed on their performance of their annual goals and if after a
reasonable period of time of necessary recoupment instruction, the IEP team will meet to determine
whether your child needs further support, or what the PDE has defined as “COVID-19 Compensatory
Services.”
Whether and to what extent a student needs COVID-19 Compensatory Services will be an
individualized determination, made by the student’s IEP team. In some extraordinary cases—where a
student is clearly in need of immediate assistance upon the return to school—we will schedule
immediate team meetings to determine appropriate remedial actions.
We will collaborate closely with families to continue to engage our students with disabilities in their
education. We will maintain an open line of communication with families and alert them to any
changes, should they arise. Families are encouraged to communicate directly with the learning
support teachers, classroom instructors, and the administration. We appreciate their understanding
and flexibility during this unprecedented time in public education and are confident that, working
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together, we will successfully engage our students while doing our part to keep all students, families,
staff, and the community healthy.

Distance Learning for Students
Vida Charter School teachers and staff will make good faith, best effort to honor our obligation of
providing a "free appropriate public education" and meet the needs of your child during this period of
closure, when many instructional resources and face-to-face contact are necessarily limited.
Support will include, but not be limited to, availability for 1:1 or small group support and
differentiated assignments and evaluations, in compliance with IEP.

Implications for Special Education
Please review the appropriate special education supports and services listed below based on the
identified needs of a student, as listed in their IEP. These descriptions outline the Charter School’s
plan to support children with IEPs through distance learning.
● Speech or Language Support: The speech language pathologist will be providing extension
activities for identified students to complete during distance learning. These activities will
relate to the focus of your child’s speech or language therapy. The frequency of these activities
will be provided based on a student’s typical delivery of service. For example, if a student
received speech or language therapy once per week, the therapist will provide extension
activities once per week. Whenever possible, synchronous instruction will be provided.
● Learning Support: The learning support teacher will be providing instruction and extension
activities to identified students to complete on a weekly basis based on a student’s IEP goals.
Activities may include opportunities to write and create, practice math skills, attend a virtual
field trip, read an essay and respond to questions, etc. Feedback will be provided by the
learning support teacher upon completion of these activities. Whenever possible, synchronous
instruction will be provided.
● Emotional Support: Extension activities focused on social skills, emotional regulation, or
self-control will be provided consistent with the typical schedule of instruction during the
school year. Feedback may be provided by the school counselor upon completion of these
activities. Whenever possible, synchronous instruction will be provided.
● Related Services (OT, PT, Vision, Hearing): Vida Charter School is working closely with
providers from Therapy Services and the IU to develop and communicate extension activities
for identified students. Whenever possible, synchronous instruction will be provided.
● Support from School Counselor: Extension activities focused on social skills, emotional
regulation, or self-control will be provided consistent with the typical schedule of instruction
during the school year. Feedback may be provided by the school counselor upon completion of
these activities. Whenever possible, synchronous instruction will be provided.
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Expectations & Requirements
Expectations for All Staff
All staff will:
● Abide by Telework Guidelines for All Teachers and Staff and Livestream Video Guidelines
● Take advantage of the professional learning opportunities offered virtually to develop and
strengthen professional skills.

Expectations for Teachers, including specials and interventionists
All teachers will:
● Clearly and bilingually communicate their expectations of students and families while
engaged in distance learning.
○ As a grade level team, share a monthly bilingual electronic newsletter and a
weekly overview with students and families the first day of each academic
week by 8 a.m. using provided templates. It should include the following:
■ The week’s learning targets in all content areas, including standards, with
embedded hyperlinks, and your expectations for student engagement.
■ The best way to reach you.
■ Weekly Attendance Check
■ Assignment using Google Forms
■ Provide daily learning opportunities for at least morning meeting, English
Language Arts, Spanish Language Arts, and mathematics, with live opportunities
at least half of the time.
■ The length of direct instruction videos will depend on the age of students and
their developmental needs.
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○ As a grade level, maintain a grade-level Google Classroom where families may go to
access assignments, support, and communications.
■ Share this resource with guardians by adding them to the Google Classroom, so
that they may support instruction.
■ Add the administration, interventionists, and specials teachers as “teachers.”
● Prioritize the support of ELs and students with IEPs/504 plans.
○ It is the teacher of record’s legal, ethical, and professional responsibility to provide
specially designed instruction to ELs and students with IEPs and 504 plans. This
includes assigning modified assignments and assessments, as defined by a student’s
IEP.
■ References from the Office of Civil Rights:
- Questions and Answers on Providing Services to Children with Disabilities
During the Coronavirus Disease 2019 Outbreak
- Supplemental Fact Sheet Addressing the Risk of COVID-19 in Preschool,
Elementary and Secondary Schools While Serving Children with Disabilities
- Providing Services to English Learners during the Covid-19 Outbreak
○ Document how you are providing the appropriate accommodation to students with
exceptional learning needs, and supporting the attainment of IEP goals. If a student will
be more successful during distance learning if resources are provided in paper form or if
therapies are offered in person, communicate this to the Assistant Principal.
○ Collaborate with interventionists and families to meet each student’s needs.
● Be flexible in their assignments that they develop and assign.
○ Assign asynchronous learning tasks to students (i.e. learning tasks that don’t have
to be completed “live” or in real-time), which can be tracked by the teachers.
■ Examples: Dreambox mathematics, Google Sheets Survey
○ Make synchronous (i.e. learning tasks that are completed “live” or in real-time)
learning tasks and social opportunities available in an asynchronous format if
distance learning students cannot engage in real time.
○ Partner with assistant and grade level colleague(s) to maximize Swivl technology.
● Reinforce expectations for live learning via Zoom.
○ Review Zoom Expectations, which is shared with families and students, and is part of
the Distance Learning contract.
○ For synchronous Zoom sessions, protect students from “Zoom bombing” by:
■ Disabling screen sharing for students
■ Requiring a password
■ Using a waiting room
■ Removing disruptive or unexpected participants
●

Recalibrate pacing in the online environment.
○ Post students’ assignments, deadlines, and Zoom links for multiple days at a time.
■ This will provide students, families and t eachers the opportunity to manage their
time appropriately and will help to keep students from feeling overwhelmed with
a new daily workload.
■ Consider the time it will take students to read and understand instructions, to ask
clarifying questions, and to download and upload required materials.
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● Embrace simplicity in online learning tasks and lesson plans.
○ Establish the learning outcome and how learning will be assessed.
○ Limit the online tools and platforms used in class to this short list of tools.
■ Seek written pre-approval of any other resources, not on this list, from
administration.
○ Optimize high-quality resources that are already at their disposal.
○ In the event of a full school closure, collaborate as scheduled with interventionists,
specialists, and assistants to co-plan, to co-design lessons, and to pool resources.
○ Offer daily recommendations for how students can practice and learn content through
family activities, such as cooking with recipes to support literacy, fraction math
practice, and language usage.
● Recognize the social emotional needs of learners and families.
○ Create a sense of community through distance learning by continuing classroom
routines, where possible. Include opportunities for reflection and sharing.
○ If school is physically open, provide synchronous “morning” daily.
○ Seek support for Social Emotional Learning from the School Counselor.
Attendance
● In compliance with Pennsylvania's expectation of 180 days and 900 total annual hours of
instruction, students will be expected to spend a minimum of 25 hours per week engaged
in their learning.
○ Embed the attendance link, found in the Weekly Updates, in the Weekly Overview.
○ The assistant principal will confirm attendance through the completion of assignments.
● Teachers should continue to closely monitor student work completion.
○ The weekly Completion Tracker maintained by the teacher will be used by the
administration for the purposes of reporting evidence of attendance to authorizing
districts and to the state.
■ 0 = No work completed
■ 1 = Some work completed (1-49%)
■ 2 = Most work completed (50% or more)

Requirements for Teachers
Teachers must:
● Share a monthly newsletter and weekly overview with families and students on Google
Classroom on the first day of the academic week, by 8 a.m. Content for this resource is
defined above.
● Collaborate with your assistant to film, edit, create, and upload all components of distance
learning.
● Collaborate with the instructional assistant to resolve substantial engagement issues* with
the following process. Remember to log all efforts in the Completion Tracker:
○ First issue, instructional assistant contacts family via phone and/or email within a
week to discuss and resolve concern
15
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○ Second issue, lead teacher contacts family via phone and/or email within a week to
discuss and resolve concern, CC: Assistant Principal
○ If an issue is ongoing, the lead teacher contacts family via phone and email within a
week to set-up a success conference, CC: Assistant Principal and Executive Director
■ If, after three independent attempts over the span of at least 3 weeks, the
student remains disengaged, and if an in-person model is possible, the student
will be expected to return to in-person instruction.
○ *Note: “Substantial engagement issues” include, but are not limited to:
■ Missing pre-scheduled sessions with Vida educators
■ A lack of response from a parent or guardian after 72 hours
■ Missing 50% of assignments
Adhere to the aforementioned guidelines and best practices as closely as possible.
Uphold students’ individualized education plans (IEPs) to the extent possible. The teacher is
responsible for embedding accommodations and modifications where appropriate, and
logging support.
Use Zoom to set up online video conferences and share the corresponding links with their
classes via Google Classroom.
○ When emailing multiple families, always use the “BCC” function.
Be “present” in the online learning tasks assigned to students -- through continuous
feedback, discussion posts, and other pertinent online communication practices.
Monitor and respond to student/family email within 48 hours during the work week.
Continue to assess learners to identify their areas of strength and need and to provide small
group and individual support. Assessments may include benchmarks, as well as ongoing
formative evaluation (quizzes, writing samples, Dreambox data, etc.).

Expectations for Interventionists
All Interventionists will:
● Adhere to the expectations within the Teacher section, where applicable.
● Continued support of teachers and students at the tier 1 level by helping design, and by
participating in, asynchronous and synchronous instruction For tier 1, co-teaching and/or
leading a targeted break-out room are appropriate modes of instruction.
● Continue group instruction for tier 2 and tier 3 students at a reasonable frequency to support
those students who have already been identified by internal and benchmark assessments.
● Communicate with Lead Teacher if a student has substantial engagement issues*. Remember
to log all efforts in the Completion Tracker.
○ First issue, instructional assistant contacts family via phone and/or email within a
week to discuss and resolve concern
○ Second issue, lead teacher contacts family via phone and/or email within a week to
discuss and resolve concern, CC: Assistant Principal
○ If an issue is ongoing, the lead teacher contacts family via phone and email within a
week to set-up a success conference, CC: Assistant Principal and Executive Director
■ If, after three independent attempts over the span of at least 3 weeks, the student
remains disengaged, and if an in-person model is possible, the student will be
expected to return to in-person instruction.
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○ *Note: “Substantial engagement issues” include, but are not limited to, missing
pre-scheduled sessions with Vida educators, a lack of response from a parent or
guardian after 72 hours, or missing 50% of assignments.
● Case Management:
○ When appropriate, schedule meetings via conference call or Zoom with families to
communicate changes in student support services.
● The Learning Support Teacher will:
○ Support lead teachers with the modification of work.
○ When appropriate, reschedule meetings with parent consent to extend compliance
deadlines.
○ Complete outstanding IEPs, and provide NOREPs where appropriate. Sample here.
○ Schedule upcoming meetings, complete letters of invitation, and send letters of
invitation via email.
○ Schedule evaluations virtually, as appropriate and to the best of our abilities. If these
cannot be completed, obtain documented parental consent to extend timelines.
● Engage in Electronic-based Professional Development, such as the PATTAN MTSS workshops.
● Perform as many traditional tasks as possible.

Requirements for Interventionists
Interventionists must:
● Coordinate with families to conduct benchmark assessments on distance learners.
● Continue group instruction for tier 2 and tier 3 students at a reasonable frequency. Meetings
should be scheduled Zoom with the expectation of attendance for all confirmed students.
● Participate in tier 1 instruction as a co-teacher or by leading a break-out room during
synchronous instruction.
● Provide synchronous support as defined by Master Schedule; this will not be daily for each
grade level.
● Monitor and respond to student/family email within 48 hours.
● Engage in Electronic-based Professional Development.

Expectations for Instructional Assistants
All instructional assistants will:
● Maintain open communication with their lead teacher(s).
● Participate in synchronous instruction delivered by a grade level teacher. Lead breakout rooms.
● Lead whole or small group instruction as needed, which may include supporting students who
need additional help, intervention, or IEP-based accommodation.
● Reinforce lessons, and help students as they complete their classwork through synchronous
17

tutorials.
● Perform outreach and support to families whose students are disengaged.
○ Communicate in the family’s target language
○ Collaborate with the grade level teacher to resolve substantial engagement issues with
the following process. Remember to log all efforts in the log of student engagement.
■ First issue, instructional assistant contacts family via phone and/or email
within a week to discuss and resolve concern.
■ Second issue, lead teacher contacts family via phone and/or email within a
week to discuss and resolve concern, CC: Assistant Principal
■ If an issue is ongoing, the lead teacher contacts family via phone and email
within a week to set-up a success conference, CC: Assistant Principal and
Executive Director
If, after three independent attempts over the span of at least 3 weeks, the
student remains disengaged, and if an in-person model is possible, the
student will be expected to return to in-person instruction.
■ Note: “Substantial engagement issues” include, but are not limited to, missing
pre-scheduled sessions with Vida educators, a lack of response from a parent or
guardian after 72 hours, or missing 50% of assignments.
● Serve as the first line of technology support for teachers, families, and students at their
assigned grade level. Funnel significant technology issues to the assistant principal.
● Support lead teacher with synchronous learning, as well as asynchronous distance learning, by
monitoring Google Classroom, and editing and posting synchronous/asynchronous learning
opportunities for students.
○ If the physical building is open, instructional assistants are encouraged to use the 3:30-4
p.m. period to post materials and to monitor student progress.
● Perform as many traditional tasks as possible, such as supporting small group instruction, and
communicating perceived conflict and/or socioemotional need to the appropriate person.

Requirements for Instructional Assistants
Instructional Assistants must:
● Provide support for students via email, phone calls, break-out rooms on Zoom.
○ Update Completion Tracker weekly to reflect general participation and activity of
students.
○ Log support of students with IEPs, including the type of support, date provided.
○ Identify when students are missing, or coming more than 15 minutes late to sessions.
Communicate this to the family, and CC the teacher of record and assistant principal.
● Monitor and respond to student/family email within 48 hours during work week.
● Engage in electronic-based professional development, such as Safe Schools.
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Expectations for School Counselor
The school counselor will:
● Work strategically with teachers and staff to identify students in need of support, and to the
extent possible, provide social group support via Zoom for a period of 3-6 weeks.
● Make personal connections with classes to let them know they are being supported.
● Provide teachers with Social Emotional Learning resources aligned with Responsive
Classroom.
● Consider the needs of families, including barriers to instruction and health and safety, and
communicate areas of need to the administration.
● Due to the very nature of an online learning environment, the provision of online counseling
for significant emotional/mental health concerns presents serious logistical and ethical
challenges. It is not possible to guarantee compliance with confidentiality. Therefore, the
school counselor will refrain from providing individual online counseling for students
experiencing significant mental health symptoms. In the event of a serious concern about a
student (i.e. self-harm, suicidal thoughts/threats, severe anxiety, Child Protection situation,
etc.) the school counselor will immediately refer the concern to the administration and/or to
Crisis. The administration will follow protocol in terms of Child Protection.
● Assist with the compliance with 504 plans.
● Perform as many traditional tasks as possible

Requirements for School Counselor
Counselor must:
● Establish groups to support students in need of tier 2 or 3 support, and offer tier 1 support in
the form of small group Zoom, co-leading morning meeting or a social-emotional lesson,
and/or break-out rooms.
● Monitor and respond to student/family email and voicemail within 48 hours during the
workweek.
● Oversee Career Readiness for students who are distance learners.
● Create and share a weekly asynchronous lesson by grade band (k-1, 2-3, 4-6). Videos should
be 2-10 minutes focused on the development of digital citizenship and/or social skills each
week, for example: self-soothing. Resources can be found on the LIU Mental Health/SEL
Summary Card.
● Allow for additional meetings via phone or other real-time communication.
● Continue to support referral to outside counseling if higher-tiered mental health support is
advised.
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Expectations for Administrators
The administrators will:
● Continue to work on attainment of Vida Charter School’s vision, mission, and established
Annual and Comprehensive Plan goals.
● Perform as many traditional tasks as possible (ie. periodically collecting mail or deliveries,
processing invoices and payroll, state and federal reporting, etc).
The Executive Director and Assistant Principal will:
● Create, and continually assess and update this Continuity of Education plan, and make it
available to all stakeholders (staff, Board, community, and PDE).
○ Communicate with staff, families, students, and the Board of Trustees as additional
updates are provided by state and federal educational agencies.
● Support teachers, interventionists, and instructional assistants in their grade levels in the
development and implementation of online instruction. Ensure that classes are staffed
properly, especially in the event of teacher absences, and that they have the resources and
support needed to provide distance learning.
● Facilitate collaboration, especially in the development of common online instructional
resources while school is physically in session.
● Monitor student engagement data and lessons in partnership with the classroom teachers
The Assistant Principal will:
● Help families obtain the necessary technology and tech support to access this distance learning
model.
● Oversee attendance.
● Communicate with distance learning families when there are programmatic changes.
● Serve as the LEA for the purposes of Special Education.
The Director of Operations will:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Support staff with Human Resources and personnel file questions.
Support with student record transfer.
Change student status from in-person to distance learning and vice versa.
Complete state reporting (PIMS).
Organize and manage substitutes.
Receive all requests for leave.

Requirements for Administrators
Administrators must:
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● Consistently and proactively communicate with our entire learning community.
● Monitor and support the implementation of the distance learning model.
● Designate predetermined blocks of time each weekday during which the learning community
knows all critical emails and concerns will be addressed, and during which Zoom conferences
can be scheduled, whether the school is physically open or closed.
● Assist teachers with lesson and activity pacing and planning.
● Enforce engagement expectations for distance learning.
● Monitor and respond to student/family email within 48 hours during the work week.

Expectations for Administrative Assistants
All administrative assistants will:
● Support, to the extent possible, families of students learning remotely. They will communicate
the needs of distance learners to the administration.
● Perform as many traditional tasks as possible.

Requirements for Administrative Assistants
Administrative Assistants must:
● Continue to manage reports as well as other work delegated to them by administrators.
● Coordinate the pick-up and drop-off of materials with distance learning families, prioritizing
customer service and problem solving.
● Engage in electronic-based professional development, including Safe Schools.
● Monitor and respond to student/family email within 48 hours during the work week.

Expectations for Nurse
All nurses will:
● Support in the implementation and any revision of Vida Charter School’s Phased School
Reopening Health and Safety Plan.
● Act as a liaison between the PA department of health and the school administration.
● Coordinate with the school physician.
● Assist the administration with communications.
● Communicate best practices in health and wellness to families.
● Periodically communicate with families of students with known medical needs, and provide
guidance and resources as appropriate.
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● Perform as many traditional tasks as possible.

Requirements for Nurse
Nurses must:
● Consistent coordination of medical communications with the Pennsylvania Department of
Health, CDC, school community, and administration.
● Create and share a weekly asynchronous lesson by grade band (k-1, 2-3, 4-6).
● Offer to teachers, staff, students, and families, and engage in, professional development.
● Monitor and respond to student/family email within 48 hours during the work week.

Expectations for Maintenance and Custodial Staff
All maintenance and custodial staff will:
● Support in the implementation and any revision of Vida Charter School’s Phased School
Reopening Health and Safety Plan.
● Perform as many traditional tasks as possible.

Requirements for Custodial Staff
Custodial Staff must:
● Stay current on emails
● Collaborate on a reinstatement plan to address all sanitation concerns
● Report any maintenance or building issues to proper administrator or district personnel

Student Assessment and Grades
In order to best capture student mastery, teachers will assess student skill development through
internal, formative assessments and rubrics. Report cards will be based on skills in the 2020-2021
school year, which will be tracked in their development throughout the academic year. Students will
progress through the following measures of mastery:
1= Does not meet the standard
2= Partially meets the standard
3 = Meets the standard and/or Exceeds the standard
Please note that a 1 or 2, especially in the first quarters of grade-level instruction, are not necessarily
cause for concern. Students develop proficiency over the course of the year.
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In assigning student grades, we will take into consideration the opportunities and challenges that
exist with our distance learning, and carefully monitor our students’ engagement and participation in
the learning activities we provide.

Communication and Secure File Sharing Protocol
Given our elementary population and dual language instructional model, it is now more important
than ever before to communicate clearly, consistently, and strategically to allow educational access to
all learners, whether they are in the building or learning remotely. More than ever before, families are
our educational partners; it is critical that we equip them to support their child, while maintaining
confidentiality and professionalism. As always, Vida staff work diligently to ensure that written and
verbal communication is provided in the preferred language of the parents/caregivers. Our
Communication and Secure File Sharing Protocol can be found here.

Overview of Collaboration Teachers, Staff, and Administration
In the event of a school closure, we will immediately implement the following collaborative
schedule for teachers, staff, and administrators.
Teachers should use Zoom to set up online video conferences and to share the corresponding link
with their classes via Google Classroom and/or Google Docs. The schedule may be adjusted based on
educator availability and preference. Changes will be reflected here and in the Vida internal calendar.

Role

Grade Level/
Department Collaboration
11:00-11:30 daily

Collaboration with
interventionists
11:30-12:00
K - Monday
1st - Tuesday
2nd - Wednesday

3rd-6th grade teachers and
instructional assistants

12:00-12:30 daily

Interventionists and school
counselor

12:00 - 12:30 Tuesday

8:30-9:00
3rd - Wednesday
4th - Thursday
5/6th - Friday
K-2 11:30-12:00 M
3rd 8:30-9:00 W
4th 8:30-9:00 Th
5/6 8:30-9:00 F

Kinder-2nd grade teachers,
specials teams, and assistants

Office Staff and

3:00-3:30 Monday and Thursday
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Administrators

Names and contact information for teachers and staff
All emails are @vidacharterschool.com
Title
Administration
Executive Director
Assistant Principal
Business and Operations Manager
Front Office
Executive Assistant
Receptionist
Operations Assistant
School Counselor; and 504 Services
Nurse
Interventionists
Learning Support Teacher
Reading Specialist and Title I
Spanish Specialist
English Learner Teacher
Speech and Language Pathologist
Teachers
Kindergarten Teacher
Kindergarten Teacher
1st Grade Teacher
1st Grade Teacher
2nd Grade Teacher
2nd Grade Teacher
3rd Grade Teacher
3rd Grade Teacher
4th Grade Teacher
4th Grade Teacher
5-6th Grade Spanish and Science Teacher
5-6th Grade English and Soc. Stud. Teacher

Name

Email Address

Christine Miller
Elana Nashelsky
Melissa Turner

christinemiller
elananashelsky
melissaturner

Kathy Trzeciak
Jeremy Alvarez
Patti Oggletree
Jessica Malone
Kathy Logothetis

kathytrzeciak
jeremyalvarez
pattiogletree
jessicamalone
kathylogothetis

Karen Flament
Belinda Ray
Anita Alvarez
Allison Crowell
Melanie Musselman

karenflament
belindaray
anitaalvarez
allisoncrowell
melaniemusselman

Maritza Lira
Alejandra Garibay
Ruth Torres
Geaninne Roser
Stacy Fenton
Luz Nieto González
Montserrat Fonseca
Molly Elvin
Diana Gable
Alexia Kerney
Adelaida Gaud
Mary Cañedo

maritzalira
alejandragaribay
ruthtorres
geaninneroser
stacyfenton
luznietogonzalez
montserratfonseca
mollyelvin
dianagable
alexiakerney
adelaidagaud-velez
marycanedo
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5-6th Grade Mathematics Teacher
Art Teacher
Music Teacher
Physical Education Teacher
Building Substitute
Instructional Assistants
Kindergarten
Kindergarten
1st Grade
2nd Grade
3rd and Special Education
4-6th Grade

Minerva Medina
Carrie Baez
Paulino Contreras
Kirk Mummert
Camille Horton

minervamedina
carriebaez
paulinocontreras
kirkmummert
camillehorton

Analy Blanco
Rufi Syed
Kassandra Vega
Cristel Palmas Gomez
Claudia Vera
Josúe Alvarez

analyblanco
rufisyed
kassandravega
cristelpalmasgomez
claudiavera
josuealvarez

In the event of school closure, general school inquiries can be sent to
info@vidacharterschool.com. In addition, messages left on the school’s main telephone number will
be received by administration, forwarded as appropriate, and addressed; (717) 334-3643. Vida
Charter School administrators can also be reached at the following telephone numbers:
Title
Executive Director
Assistant Principal
Business and Operations Manager

Name
Christine Miller
Elana Nashelsky
Melissa Turner

Phone Number
717-778-7193
717-778-1064
717-778-7091
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Ideas & Exemplars
Converting Face-to-Face Instruction to Distance Learning
Weekly Overview Template - Kindergarten

Dos & Don’ts
DO
● Do continue to consider best practices about
teaching and learning within our dual
language model. (Things like student
engagement, activating prior knowledge,
formative assessment, etc. are all key
regardless of the online or offline format of
the class.)

DON’T
● Don’t assign the same exact task
again and again (e.g. “read and
reflect, read and reflect, read and
reflect, read and reflect”). Student
engagement is critical, both online
and offline. Keep it fresh!
● Don’t assume that online lessons are
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● Do differentiate your lessons wherever
appropriate for English Learners and
students with Individualized Education Plans.
● Do incorporate choice to better engage your
students.
● Do use the principles of Biliteracy Instruction
to eliminate barriers to learning for all of your
students.
● Do be “present” for your students. Research
shows that “presence” (being a part of online
discussions, offering face-to-face video
conferences, providing immediate feedback)
is one of the key indicators of highly effective
online teaching. Just as is the case in the
traditional classroom, respect, rapport, and
relationships are key.
● Do communicate clearly. It’s okay to keep
things simple, to repeat yourself, and to
represent deadlines in multiple formats.
● Do support your students. Transitioning to
online learning will affect different students
in different ways. Listen to their needs, and
support them whenever possible.

“one-size-fits-all.” Google
Classroom has the capabilities
to help push out individualized
and differentiated assignments.
● Don’t be afraid to offer a menu of
options.
● Don’t forget to engage with students
and families as they participate in the
assignments you’ve posted.
Interacting in online discussions,
providing immediate feedback, and
building a strong
online-classroom-culture is essential.
This is reflected in the research, e.g.
“Teaching Online Is Different.”
● Don’t worry about
over-communicating assignments,
expectations, or deadlines.
● Don’t assume that students will
seamlessly transition to the online
environment. This can be especially
challenging for students who struggle
with planning and time management,
and with the platforms.

● Do collaborate with your colleagues. Pool
your resources, learn from each other, and
lean on each other.

● Don’t work in a silo. There’s no need
to make more work for yourself.

● Do dress in professional attire when video
conferencing with students. Conference from
a neutral space (e.g. a plain wall backdrop).

● Don’t video conference in
unprofessional attire. Avoid bedroom
furniture and other distracting
objects.

Professional Development
LIU12 LearnOn has regular, tailored online opportunities to prepare educators for distance learning.
● Google Classroom
● Hoonuit: If you are looking for explicit training on several tools and how to teach online, HooNuit has
offered a login for all educators in the IU12 footprint to access in order to 'train up' on a tool. Use
Username: iu12pa and Password: learn to access their library of training.
PaTTAN has developed both live and recorded resources for educators, specific to intervention.
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Pennsylvania Department of Education Communications regarding Covid-19
COVID-19 Additional Resources from IU12

Continued Meal Service
Preparing Meals

Throughout the school year, Vida Charter School contracts with Gettysburg Area School District
(GASD) for food services. During the school closure, all Vida students are eligible to access “Grab and
Go” meals offered by GASD at Lincoln Elementary School. In addition, many local school districts
also offer Grab and Go meals to Vida students who live within their districts. There are also many
local food bank resources that Vida families are encouraged to access. Please reference Vida’s Family
Food Resources document which continues to be updated as these programs change and new
opportunities open.

Home Internet Access and Access to Devices
In an effort to provide equitable access to instruction for all students, Vida Charter School sought
information from families both through a Google Form survey on June 30, 2020.
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Solution
Based on the results of that survey and of teacher and staff outreach, Chromebooks or Chromebooks
tablets will be available to Vida students. We have procured 7 hotspots for families with no access to
the internet at home. Those who elected to borrow Vida-owned equipment completed a “Care and Use
of Vida-owned Equipment” acknowledgement form, and were notified of scheduled pick-ups for
devices.
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